
Flood Water

Israel Vibration

Ah, woah
Ah, oh yeah

It only took less than a day
Flood water was the only way
Love people live homeless
While authorities clean up the mess

There's nothing much the people dem could do
Flood water already passed through
Causing major damage
To land, property and things in dem storage
(Work) But here's the people, they work so hard
(Dem work) Some rent, some lease, others buy their ownеr yard
(Some buy dem yard) They start to feel comfortablе
Water come big trouble (Trouble pon di land)

Though so many die

For the most, they are still alive
This is just the warning
For the judgement that is to come

No one knows (No one knows)
What the day might bring (Day might bring)
It's best I say
You do the right thing

No one knows (No one knows)
What is hidden in the darkness (Hidden in the darkness)
Give thanks, I say
And you're sure Jah will bless (Jah Blessed)

Ah, woah

Ah, oh yeah
Ah, woah
Ah, oh yeah

[Instrumental Interlude]

No one knows (No one knows)
What the day might bring (Day might bring)
It's best I say
You do the right thing

No one knows
What's this hidden in the darkness (Hidden in the darkness)
Just give thanks, I say
And you're sure Jah will bless (Jah bless)

Though so many died (die)
For the most, they are still alive (still alive)
This is just the warning
For the judgement that is to come

(Work) But here's the people, they work so hard
(Dem work) Some rent, some lease, some buy their whole yard
(Some buy dem yard) Dem start to feel comfortable



Water comes big trouble (Trouble pon di land)

No one knows (No one knows)
No one knows, no one knows
No one knows, yeah, yeah

It only took less than a day
Less than a day, less than a day
Less than a day, yeah
Ah, Woah
Ah, oh yeah, yeah
Ah, Woah
Ah, oh yeah, yeah, yeah

Though so many die, so many die
For the most, I say they are still alive, still alive...
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